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LOGLINE
When an idealistic slacker learns that aliens may have visited his small town, his investigation uncovers a 

government conspiracy to hide their existence, only to discover that he’s become the target of Agent 
Blackwood’s cover up. With Blackwood on his trail, Danny must now incite the whole town to chase him 

so he can lead them to the aliens.

RECOMMEND ______                    CONSIDER_______                      PASS___X___

Overall Reaction
Excellent Good Fair Poor

Concept X
Story X
Characters  X
Dialogue              X
Professional 
appearance, grammar, 
spelling.

             X



How successfully has your script answered THE FOUR 
QUESTIONS?

1. Who is your main character?
Danny is set up as the main character, but Russell is often more active and heroic. Make sure that Danny is 
the one doing the most interesting things and leading his friends, rather than going to work while Russell 
has the spotlight and is doing the work to further the plot. 

2. What is he/she trying to accomplish?  
Physical: Prove the existence of aliens. An entertaining goal, and strong throughout.

Emotional: Reunite Mark with his father and pet pig. Not very compelling, but mildly funny. Consider 
showing Mark to be increasingly effected by their absence. Try going over the top on this one.

Spiritual: Earn the respect of his family. This goal is hard to get behind because Danny’s family is really 
unlikable. Perhaps show that they’ve tried really hard to put up with Danny’s craziness but are now at their 
wit’s end. This would add a layer of guilt to Danny that could make him more at risk of giving up his 
physical and emotional goals.

3. Who is trying to stop your main character?
Agent Blackwood and Danny’s family. Blackwood is one-dimensional - we need to know his motivations 
and see how he opposes Danny on the thematic level as well as the physical.

4. What happens if your main character fails?
Danny’s father will force him to live an unsatisfying and mundane life, and Mark will never see his father 
or pet pig again. Mark’s stakes are more of a throwaway joke, while Danny’s stakes are fairly compelling 
until the final pages, where he seems to be cool with failure. Make sure the consequences of failure are a 
real or metaphorical death for Danny.



Does your script satisfy THE FOUR ARCHETYPES?

1. Orphan – Act 1
Danny clearly gets no respect from his family, is unhappy with his life, and has apparent personal flaws. All 
of this undeserved misfortune makes him sympathetic enough to get behind as a main character. 

2. Wanderer – Act 2 (A)
Danny, Mark and Russell set off to investigate the alien abductions, though Danny spends too much time in 
Orphan mode, primarily due to some key plot points that belong in Act One. Although their actions put 
them at odds with Blackwood, they don’t actually learn too much. Give them greater success in the first 
half of act 2, so Blackwood can take it all away in the next half.

3. Warrior – Act 2 (B)
Danny organizes his friends and executes a plan to bust out the captured witnesses from the hospital. They 
also spend time investigating, and learn that Fred did indeed witness aliens taking his goats. Russell’s 
surveillance actually leads him close to the aliens.

4. Martyr – Act 3
A major flaw here: Danny actually fails to prove the existence of aliens, and gives up his dream. It’s only 
when Russell - a supporting character - shows up with the aliens that Danny’s goal is achieved. Even then, 
Russell’s actions didn’t cause it to happen, since the aliens showed up of their own volition. The whole 
narrative is trivialized in the end because the main character didn’t do anything to make it happen. 



GENERAL COMMENTS 

Concept
	
 This script is a coming-of-age adventure/comedy, borrowing elements from the geek culture-
celebration of FANBOYS and the drug-influenced weirdness of DUDE, WHERE’S MY CAR? It’s likely to 
be given a “stoner comedy” or “slacker comedy” label due to the nature of the humor and of the main 
characters. The essence of the story - an idealistic slacker gets a chance at respect and fulfillment - is 
suitable to the genre and has appeal to that market. That said, there’s a lot of competition in this genre. 
These films typically do better as rentals, and rely on the provocativeness of their trailer and cover images 
to attract buyers. This story is less provocative than most others, and may suffer as a result. 

	
 It departs from some genre conventions in ways that may not be helpful. By setting the story in a 
rural Canadian town, and keeping it there the entire time, you might be forcing yourself into a corner. There 
aren’t many outstanding set-pieces in this environment, and the genre thrives on giving the characters 
interesting places and people to interact with. 

	
 However, it does give you the advantage of being able to focus on the peculiarities of small-town 
living, a topic that could help draw out a distinct brand of humor. Consider CORNER GAS, Canada’s most 
watched comedy series. It’s popular because a good chunk of the population lives in small communities and 
can directly relate to the kind of humor found in them. Likewise, this film could be easily relatable to the 
slacker/stoner crowd in small communities. If you can draw more humor from the conflict between a 
conservative rural town intent on staying small and sleepy vs. Danny’s dream of discovery and greatness, 
then you can justify keeping the story contained in one town. Otherwise, you’re selling yourself short. 

Story
	
 The story starts out a little slow. The first five pages go by without showing the protagonist, 
antagonist or any stakes characters. Plus, there is comedy in this scene, but it’s pretty tame. As a result, 
there’s not much tension. Showing some (potentially) alien lights fly over the car of a minor character isn’t 
enough of a hook to sell an audience on the rest of the film. There needs to be emotional tension of some 
sort - by that, I mean it’s got to matter to someone in a big way. 



	
 You can try this a couple ways: (1) Move Danny’s flashback of being mocked in school for 
believing in aliens to be the very first scene, so that there’s an immediate emotional connection between the 
main character and what these lights will mean to him - or (2) Have Blackwood show up and terrorize 
McDuff. However you do it, there needs to be good tension to sell your hook. 

	
 On that note, the jokes in this section set the tone for the rest of the film. It’s funny, but pretty 
mundane and almost realistic. Compare it to later when Russell is throwing knock out gas everywhere - 
decidedly unrealistic. You’d benefit from having a more consistent style of humor. If it’s unrealistic, wacky 
humor you want, hit the audience with it as soon as possible. If you want a lower-key, drier sort of comedy, 
keep it that way for the entire film (it’d certainly be a departure from the standard genre conventions, for 
better or worse). Just remember, if you try to please everyone, you’ll likely please no one.

	
 Structurally, the story proceeds fairly well. A hiccup occurs shortly after the start of Act 2 when 
Danny has a flashback to being ridiculed in school for believing in aliens. This sort of thing - a plot point 
that reveals an emotional problem for the main character - belongs in Act 1, the Orphan stage, where all the 
undeserved misfortunes and emotional deficits of the protagonist are shown. I’ve already suggested moving 
this scene to the start of the script to help out your hook, but it should also go closer to the beginning 
because its current place is inappropriate. The first half of Act 2 is for Wandering - the protagonist sets out 
to achieve his goal, gathering friends, information and skills along the way. 

	
 Be careful not to take too much “specialness” away from your main character. It seems that 
Russell does most of the interesting things while Danny gets yelled at at work. Make Danny more active 
than Russell, or give him equally entertaining things to do.

	
 Going into Act 3, the story gets hit with a fatal flaw. Danny reaches a low point, having been 
arrested and made to work a mundane job. All seems lost, until he gets one more chance to prove the 
existence of aliens. He breaks out of his house and races against the odds - except he fails. He goes back to 
his mundane job, and looses his idealism. Again. If this were a tragedy, and you wanted a down ending, this 
would be it. However, the story continues, and we have Danny - the protagonist - lying down in the grass 
while the aliens decide to show up on their own. Not only do we have two closely spaced lulls in intensity, 
but now the entire film is trivialized since Danny’s actions had zero bearing on the final outcome. You need 
a satisfying climax and resolution, and Danny needs to be the one to make it happen. This is the biggest 
problem with the script.

Characters
	
 Most of the characters are good, but there are enough flaws to cause concern. I’ve already 
mentioned that Russell often seems like more of a main character than Danny, and that he’s ultimately 
useless in the third act. You really need to make him more of a desirable role in order to attract a 
charismatic lead actor. 

	
 The second biggest flaw of the script is probably the antagonist, Blackwood. His appearance is 
funny, but he’s practically one-dimensional. We get no sense of his personality or motivations, or how he is 
the thematic opposite of Danny. Remember that a good villain is the hero of their own story. What makes 
Blackwood want to cover up the existence of aliens? Maybe he was once a wide-eyed idealist like Danny, 
but after some tragedy decided not only to squash his own dreams, but the dreams of anyone who dares to 
find the truth. He needs to not just threaten Danny’s investigation - he needs to threaten his very beliefs.

Dialogue
	
  The dialogue here is serviceable, but could use some work. It sometimes reads awkwardly, partly 
because it needs a grammar/spelling pass to clean it up. 



	
 Stylistically, you rely heavily on dialogue for humor when you should try being more visual. 
Consider Russell’s use of knock-out gas to capture woodland animals. This could be a hilarious, visual 
scene, but he just talks about it instead. Likewise, farmer Fred’s getting naked mid-conversation. The 
characters just talk about these events, but we really need to see them. Humor in dialogue comes from 
conflicts of interesting personalities, not describing humorous situations. Those need to be shown.

Professional Appearance
	
 Not unreadable, but pretty sloppy at points. If you’re thinking of submitting this to an agency or 
production company, please perform a thorough spelling and grammar edit. Double-check scene headings, 
making sure you’ve noted when an exterior becomes an interior, and vice versa. Not fatal, but it makes a 
huge difference, especially when it comes to first impressions. Don’t give people a reason to say no!

	


Closing Comments
	
 It’s important to realize that, despite your labeling this script a ‘sci-fi/comedy’, there’s actually 
very little sci-fi going on. The “stoner comedy” label is probably going to stick, so either embrace it or 
figure out a way to lose it.

	
 Try to reduce your page count. Comedies are more easily digested when they’re closer to 90 
pages, and screenplays over 110~120 pages are usually only considered if the writer has a proven track 
record.

	
 On a final note, the lack of female characters will probably hurt you. “Sexing up” a movie is often 
a cheap gimmick to attract viewers, but it’s a staple of the genre that will be noticed if left out. Even 
changing one of the main characters into a female would go a long way, as it will expand your audience 
while giving male viewers something to look at besides male characters who look just like they do. I’d even 
go so far as to suggest a romantic subplot somehow tied up in Danny’s other goals to add an easily relatable 
layer of primal desire. That may not be the story you want to tell, but I’d strongly suggest including more 
female characters in some capacity. 


